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First Steps for Schools Going Solar
With less than 5% of schools nationwide using solar energy, there is tremendous 
untapped potential for schools to realize a brighter future through clean energy. Solar 
can provide numerous benefits to schools, including financial savings, educational 
opportunities for students, and a healthier community.  

The following is a resource for educational leaders and decision-makers, teachers and 
students, and any community stakeholders interested in championing solar energy 
development at K-12 schools. This step-by-step outline provides insight into the 
predevelopment process, which is the time when community stakeholders are most 
actively involved. 
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Assess Interest and Identify Solar Champions
• Find and engage key students, teachers, parents, staff, or community members
• Identify leaders who can advocate for the project
• Educate the school community on benefits and opportunities of solar
• Build consensus

Determine Energy Savings, System Size, and Economic Feasibility
• Assess your current energy use and costs
• Determine the energy savings potential from solar
• Consider rooftop, parking lot, and ground-mounted systems
• Estimate project costs

Identify Financing Options
• Determine if system will be financed as part of a larger capital improvement

campaign
• Determine whether district will own the system or will accept third-party ownership
• Investigate federal, state, and utility incentives
• Determine if net metering is available

Prepare and Issue the Request for Proposal 
• Include information on project feasibility and regulatory requirements in the RFP
• Make sure to follow all state procurement procedures
• Establish common criteria and scoring parameters

Identify Regulatory Requirements
• Understand state and local regulations
• Anticipate, plan, and budget for regulatory requirements
• Address regulatory constraints where feasible

Evaluate and Select the Solar Installer
• Aim for at least three submissions from qualified and experienced installers
• Consider educational opportunities when weighing proposals
• Evaluate responses, select and negotiate a contract

with the preferred contractor
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Step 1: Assess Interest and Identify Solar Champions
At the start of the process for going solar, you should engage a variety of stakeholders, 
including students, teachers, parents, school and district staff, and community members. 
Assess their interest and identify solar champions. While the groundswell of support for solar 
can start with a student club, classroom, or community member, the influential leaders and 
school district decision-makers will need to be brought on board. Resources are available to 
support  and prepare solar champions to effectively advocate for solar at their schools, such 
as Generation 180’s solar champion toolkit (gosolarschools.org).  

Identify potential leaders early and meet with them individually to gauge their interest and concerns about solar 
power. Once the influential leaders have been secured, hold meetings with other school officials and community 
members to broaden the discussion and seek consensus. Some of the case studies and charts in this report can 
be shared to help support the transition to solar. Have the leaders participate to the extent possible, respecting 
their time constraints. Be prepared to address the concerns raised in the individual meetings.

As discussions progress, there will be a need to address concerns in greater depth. This is a good time to 
bring in someone from the outside, such as a nearby solar school facilities manager, solar installer, designer, 
or consultant to present to the group. If nearby districts have solar, organize visits to see their solar operations 
firsthand.

This educational process can take a long time. If there is a lot of skepticism early on, it could take months to 
change thinking. However, the advantages of solar energy are very clear and with time, skeptics are likely to see 
the benefits. Always be on the lookout for new leaders who can inject new energy into the process. Celebrate 
small victories and don’t be afraid to let others take credit to further buy-in. 

Once a school or district has a clear understanding of its needs and values, and those of the surrounding 
community, it is ready to begin the more formal process of going solar. 

Step 2: Determine Energy Savings, System Size, and Economic Feasibility
First, determine the energy savings potential for a solar energy system. Facilities staff should 
review school or district electric and gas utility bills over the previous 12 months to establish 
current energy use and costs. This review will provide a baseline to assess energy and cost 
savings from a solar system. Be sure to include all costs, including demand charges or other 
utility charges.

Next, estimate how large the school’s solar project will be. The amount of energy that can be offset by solar 
is directly related to the size of the system. Start by determining what physical assets are available. You can 
consider the rooftop, parking lots (for shade structures), and open space that’s available for ground-mounted 
systems. From that inventory, you can determine available space that school rooftops or grounds can support. 
For rooftop systems, determine the roof condition and age and whether the structure can support the loads 
associated with the solar installation. Since all this can get complicated, it often helps to hire a consultant or 
solar company to conduct a full solar site assessment. This includes an evaluation of site characteristics including 
the site orientation, available space, and amount of shading during peak solar hours. 

A school may not be ready or able to commit to a full site assessment right away. In these cases, facilities staff 
can use free online tools to develop a general sense of a school’s suitability for solar. Sun Number 
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(www.sunnumber.com) provides users with a single score based on the building’s potential for solar, regional 
climate, utility electricity rates, and the cost of solar. While not currently available for the entire United States, 
Sun Numbers can be obtained for most sites in three dozen major cities and metropolitan areas. Another option 
is available through Geostellar (www.geostellar.com), which has mapped the solar potential of rooftops in 
some parts of the country and provides free access to heat maps showing how much sunlight each portion of 
a given roof receives. In addition, some state and federal agencies have developed resources outlining the site 
screening process.26 

Having obtained a basic idea of the system size, the next step is to estimate costs. An installer, architect, or 
consultant can often provide cost estimates. Also, staff can evaluate potential energy cost savings using a 
number of free online tools, including the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s PVWatts Calculator  
(pvwatts.nrel.gov), REopt (https://reopt.nrel.gov) or the System Advisor Model (sam.nrel.gov). 

Step 3: Identify Financing Options
Once the school or district has a general idea of feasibility, site suitability, and solar system 
size, the next step is to identify financing options. Though the installed cost of solar has fallen 
quickly over the past few years, these systems still represent a significant investment, usually 
requiring some form of financing.

To finance, determine whether the school will own the system or is willing to accept third-
party ownership (TPO). School ownership often generates the highest return on investment, 

especially if the state has favorable public incentives and financing options. However, the advantage of TPO 
is that the third party finances, builds, owns, and maintains the system, so there is little or no upfront capital 
investment. If interested in TPO, determine if this option is available in your state by first viewing the third-party 
ownership map at the summary maps section of the Database of State Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency 
(DSIRE) website.27  

TPO arrangements are typically structured as a power purchase agreement (PPA). In a PPA, the school agrees to 
pay the solar company an agreed-upon rate for the solar power that is typically below the market rate. The rate 
may or may not escalate over the typical 15 to 25-year life of the PPA. At the end of the PPA, ownership of the 
solar array often reverts back to the school.

If TPO is not available, or the district prefers to own the system, the district will likely secure traditional financing 
through mechanisms such as bonds and capital budgets. If you pursue traditional financing, determine if the 
solar system will be financed on its own, or as part of a larger school expansion or building improvement capital 
campaign. If it is part of a broader financing effort, the larger components of the funding package will likely drive 
the financing approach. Nonetheless, identify any financial incentives that might support solar development.

Fortunately, many public and private incentives are obtainable. Because of the tax-exempt status of public 
schools and the local nature of some of these programs, however, not all options will be available in every case. 
For information on specific incentives or programs for which your school may qualify, check with state renewable 
energy offices and organizations, other solar schools, and local solar professionals. For a comprehensive list of 
state policies and laws, including ones that provide solar incentives, visit the DSIRE website at www.dsireusa.org.  

Below are some of the major incentives that may be available. The federal incentives only apply if the school is 
financing through third-party ownership, such as a PPA. Because of their tax-exempt status, the schools do not 
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receive these benefits directly. However, the third-party owner receives the tax benefit, presumably passing on 
some of the savings to the school by offering a favorable rate in a competitive bid. 

Federal Incentives

The two primary federal incentives supporting solar are the Investment Tax Credit (ITC) and the Modified 
Accelerated Cost-Recovery System (MACRS). The ITC provides a federal income tax credit equal to 30% of total 
installed system costs for commercial solar systems, including projects at schools. The ITC 30% credit is available 
provided that construction starts by 2019, after which it will decline to 26% in 2020, 22% in 2021, and 10% 
thereafter. Meanwhile, MACRS allows non-residential solar customers to recover the value of investments in solar 
equipment through accelerated depreciation deductions on federal taxes. 

State Incentives and Financing

Many states offer some form of incentives or other financing options for solar. Common incentives or programs 
include tax credits, deductions, or exemptions; and grants, loans, or rebates. In addition, some states have 
chosen to promote solar through their renewable portfolio standards (RPS)—requirements for utilities to derive 
a certain percentage of their retail electricity sales from renewable sources by a target year—by mandating that 
solar electricity constitute a defined portion of this renewable mandate.28 In a handful of states with “solar carve-
outs,” these requirements have given rise to solar renewable energy certificate (SREC) markets. These SRECs, 
which can be traded and sold, represent the environmental or non-energy attributes of solar electricity and can 
provide system owners with a significant revenue stream.29  

Utility Incentives and Financing

Utilities may also offer consumer grants, loans, or rebates for solar energy. In addition to, or instead of, these 
incentives and programs, some utilities provide performance-based incentives (PBIs) for their solar customers. 
Rather than being based on the cost of the investment in solar (as is the case with grants, loans, or rebates), PBIs 
are tied to the amount of electricity produced by a solar energy system. For example, some utilities arrange to 
purchase all the electricity produced by an eligible solar energy system at a rate higher than the retail price of 
electricity. In these “buy all, sell all” arrangements, solar customers receive larger total payments as their systems 
generate more electricity. 

Net Metering for Excess Power Generation

In addition to these incentives, most utilities in 43 states and the District of Columbia are required to offer net 
metering programs to their solar customers.30 With net metering, a utility provides a financial credit for any 
excess energy exported to the grid. The credit is at, or near, the retail rate. These credits can in turn be used 
to offset the cost of electricity used from the grid at night or other times when solar systems are not producing 
enough electricity to meet on-site needs. When classes are in session and the school consumes a large amount 
of energy, schools may not contribute much electricity to the grid. During summer months, however, when 
energy demand is lower but the solar system is still producing a lot of electricity, a school might generate excess 
solar power. 

Even if net metering is required in your state, that doesn’t necessarily mean it’s available from your local utility. 
States typically regulate investor-owned utilities but not municipal-owned utilities or co-ops. Conversely, in a 
state that doesn’t require net metering, local utilities may still offer it. Net metering can also affect solar array 
location. Net metering may be available for onsite solar, but not for solar developed offsite. 



Step 4: Identify Regulatory Requirements
Identify regulatory hurdles and address them if feasible. Ensuring state and local 
requirements are satisfied should mainly be the responsibility of the contractor. The time 
and money it takes to comply with these rules are typically passed on to the solar customer 
in the form of increased project cost. Complex, or even nonexistent, planning and zoning 
requirements and permitting, inspection, and interconnection processes can serve to drive up 
the “soft” costs ( the non-hardware or business process costs) of going solar. Taken together, 
these soft costs account for just over half of the total cost of installed solar in the U.S.31 
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In the initial feasibility analysis, the district should identify potential regulatory barriers and, if feasible, take steps 
to address them. Lower levels of regulatory uncertainty will result in lower installer bids. In contrast, if uncertainty 
is high, the installers will need to increase their bids accordingly. Alternatively, installers may submit a low bid 
and subsequently claim hardship, negotiating for a higher price based on unforeseen regulatory hurdles. When 
the time comes to select an installer for your project, make sure to ask them about their experience with local 
and state regulations. Get specific feedback on their recommendations on how to navigate the regulatory 
landscape.

Fortunately, there are many actions state and local governments can take to help reduce regulatory uncertainty 
and lower soft costs. These include:

� Incorporating solar energy into local planning processes and zoning codes;
� Streamlining and expediting the solar permitting process; and
� Developing statewide interconnection standards.

The Solar Foundation co-manages a national program, SolSmart, that provides national recognition and no-
cost technical assistance to municipalities and counties that have taken steps to make it faster, easier, and more 
affordable for residents and businesses to install solar energy systems. More information on these topics is 
available at www.SolSmart.org or by contacting The Solar Foundation.

Step 5: Prepare and Issue the Request for Proposal
Once the school or district has selected financing options, the next step is to prepare 
and issue a request for proposal (RFP). The school or district issues an RFP for installation, 
evaluates responses, and selects and negotiates a contract with the preferred contractor. If 
the district intends to own the system, the RFP is issued to engineering, procurement and 
construction (EPC) contractors. If the district seeks a PPA, the RFP is issued to prospective 
PPA providers who in turn develop the project or contract with an EPC.  

The solar procurement process shares similarities with many other large equipment purchases. For example, 
in developing the RFP, the district needs to meet state procurement statutory requirements. The RFP should 
require that the responses be provided in a common format so that it will be relatively easy to compare 
proposals. The RFP also needs to convincingly convey the development opportunity. It should include 
information on project feasibility and regulatory requirements so that the installer has enough information to 
provide a meaningful response. 

The unique nature of solar energy necessitates the inclusion of particular elements in RFPs. A list of potential 
solar-specific RFP elements may include, but is not limited to:

� Protection of Roof Integrity and Warranties 
� Specifying a Contractor Required Interconnection Fee Allowance 
� Provisions for Performance Monitoring/Guarantees 
� Requirements for an Operation and Maintenance Plan
� System Technical Specifications 
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� Leveraging Project Educational Value
� Assigning Responsibility to Contractors for Obtaining Permits or Interconnection Agreements

Step 6: Evaluate and Select the Solar Installer
Once you have issued your RFP, it is critical to establish a protocol to assess the installers and 
select the best partner for your institution and project. You should aim to have at least three 
submissions to consider.

To ensure that the RFP evaluators are consistent in their assessments, you should establish a 
list of criteria and scoring parameters in advance. The criteria may include:

� Knowledge and experience with similar size and type of project. What is the quality and quantity of other 
solar projects completed?

� Regulatory knowledge and experience. Have they successfully navigated your region’s regulations? Does their 
team have relationships with decision makers? Are they realistic with timelines for regulatory approval and 
interconnection?

� Financial capacity to complete proposed deal. Review financial reports and audits. If a PPA, have they secured 
their investors, and who are they? If not, can they point to a track record of securing investor funding? How 
do they intend to select an EPC contractor?  

� Technical specifications. What is the quality of their proposed equipment including panels, inverters, 
monitoring equipment, and balance of system components?

� Operations and maintenance. How adequate is their proposed operations and maintenance plan?
� Project leadership: Do they identify a key contact? What is that person’s experience? What is their time 

commitment to the project, and what other projects will they be managing?
� Thoroughness and clarity of the response.
� Financial return. What is the expected return on investment for the school or district? 

� Customer testimonials. Speak with past customers about the experience with the contractor. Ask about 
negotiations following contractor selection:

- Were negotiations fair to both parties?

- Was the final negotiated agreement consistent with the spirit of the proposal?

- After the agreement, were they responsive to customer concerns?

- Were they consistent and transparent with how they track and report costs?

- Did they meet their project timeline?

- Did the solar system perform as promised?

- Is the system being maintained as promised?

Schools should also consider the educational opportunities for solar during the contracting process. Many 
contractors have, or would be willing to, develop devices to monitor solar production to support classroom 
learning. This is the time to consider preferences for the accessibility of the monitoring data for use in the 
classroom, including physical and digital location and level of sophistication of the monitoring system. 
Preference can be given for contractors that include resources for teacher training or curriculum development.
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Solar Development Timeline
For a major installation, solar development on multiple district schools can take one to two years or more from 
inception to completion. This assumes the school is planning to install a system to meet a significant portion of 
the school’s electricity needs. Specifically: 

� Feasibility, funding, and procurement can take up to six months overall. 
� Following developer selection, the permitting and interconnection process can be unpredictable depending 

on the state. The selected contractor might spend a few months to over a year addressing regulatory 
requirements and performing other predevelopment work.

� Construction usually lasts no more than six months. 
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